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Best Ever
9 780062 400895

by Evanovich, Stephanie

Star quarterback, first-round draft-pick, and heartthrob Tyson Palmer has made a name for himself with his
spectacular moves. When the head coach of the Austin Mavericks refuses to let him waste his million-dollar
arm, Tyson makes a Hail Mary pass at redemption and succeeds with everyone . . . except Dani, whose negative
comments about his performance draw high ratings and spectacular notices of her own. Dani can’t forgive
Tyson’s transgressions or forget the sizzling history the two of them shared in college, a passionate love Tyson
casually threw away.
Genre:
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062400895

Price: $36.99

Form: Compact Disc

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: March 2016

Blue : A Novel
9 781455 833320

by Steel, Danielle

#1 New York Times bestselling author Danielle Steel delivers one of the most deeply affecting novels of her
celebrated career. Ginny Carter and her husband, Mark, were a golden couple - she, a rising on-air reporter, and
he, the most popular anchorman in the business. They had it all: the gorgeous home in Beverly Hills, a marriage
and life that were the envy of all, and a cherished, darling three-year-old son, Chris. But everything changed one
fateful night, when Mark and Chris were killed in a car crash just two days before Christmas.

Genre:
Publisher: Brilliance Publishing

ISBN-13:

9781455833320

Price: $38.99

Form: Compact Disc

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: February 2016

Boys in the Trees
9 781427 271952

by Simon, Carly

From the iconic and legendary Carly Simon comes the memoir people have been waiting decades to read. Carly
Simon was a staple of the 70's and 80's Billboard charts and famously married to James Taylor with whom she
has two children, but there's so much more to the story behind the headlines and famously cryptic lyrics. BOYS
IN THE TREES is a rhapsodic, beautifully compelling memoir of a young woman's coming of age amid the
glamorous literati and intelligentsia of Manhattan (her father was Richard Simon, co-founder of Simon &
Schuster. FALL DROP-IN EMAIL SENT.
Genre:
Publisher: Flatiron Books

ISBN-13:

9781427271952

Price: $45.99

Form: Compact Disc

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: November 2015

Breakdown
9 780804 194280

by Kellerman, Jonathan

The latest Alex Delaware thriller, following MOTIVE. Psychologist sleuth Alex Delaware is surprised to get
the call when well-known TV actress Zelda Chase turns up half-naked, half-mad in the LA’s rural Westside. He
has little connection to the starlet, save a psychiatric evaluation he performed on her adopted daughter several
years ago, a child who has since vanished without a trace and whom Zelda refuses to talk about. When the
actress turns up dead a few weeks later without a scratch on her, Delaware calls in police lieutenant Milo
Sturgis to help him crack the case.
Genre:
Publisher: Penguin Random House Audio Pub ISBN-13:

9780804194280

Page: 1

Price: $58.00

Form: Compact Disc

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: February 2016
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Brotherhood in Death
9 781480 593213

by Robb, J. D.

In Death, Book 42, following DEVOTED IN DEATH. Just as Dennis Mira is about to confront his cousin
Edward about selling the West Village brownstone that belonged to their grandfather, he gets a shock: Edward
is in front of him, bruised and bloody… and then everything goes black. When Dennis comes to, Edward is
gone. Luckily Dennis’s wife is a top profiler for the NYPSD - and a close colleague of Lieutenant Eve Dallas.
Now Eve is determined to uncover the secrets of Edward Mira and learn what enemies he may have made in his
long career as a lawyer, judge, and senator.
Genre:
Publisher: Brilliance Publishing

ISBN-13:

9781480593213

Price: $39.99

Form: Compact Disc

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: February 2016

Claw Back
9 781442 397101

by Jance, J. A.

The latest Ali Reynolds thriller, following COLD BETRAYAL. Ali Reynolds faces her most controversial
mystery yet. When Ali’s parents lose their life savings to a Ponzi scheme, her father goes to confront his longtime friend and financial advisor, only to stumble into the scene of a bloody double homicide. With her father
suddenly a prime suspect, Ali and her husband work to clear her father’s name, while at the same time seeking
justice for her parents as well as the scheme’s other suddenly impoverished victims, one of whom is a stone
cold killer.
Genre:
Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio

ISBN-13:

9781442397101

Price: $52.99

Form: Compact Disc

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: March 2016

Find Her
9 781511 357449

by Gardner, Lisa

Gardner delivers her most intense thrill ride yet while answering the question: victim or vigilante? Flora Dane is
a victim. Seven years ago, carefree college student Flora was kidnapped while on spring break. For 472 days,
Flora learned just how much one person can endure. Miraculously alive after her ordeal, Flora has spent the past
five years working with her FBI victim advocate, Samuel Keynes. She has a bedroom wall covered with photos
of other girls who’ve never made it home. When Flora herself disappears, D.D. Warren realizes a far more
sinister predator is out there. One who’s determined that this time, Flora Dane will never escape.
Genre:
Publisher: Brilliance Publishing

ISBN-13:

9781511357449

Price: $36.99

Form: Compact Disc

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: February 2016

Fool Me Once
9 781501 217586

by Coben, Harlan

#1 New York Times bestseller Harlan Coben delivers his next impossible-to-put-down thriller. Former special
ops pilot Maya, home from the war, sees an unthinkable image captured by her nanny cam while she is at work:
her two-year-old daughter playing with Maya’s husband, Joe - who had been brutally murdered two weeks
earlier. The provocative question at the heart of the mystery: Can you believe everything you see with your own
eyes? To find the answer, Maya must finally come to terms with deep secrets and deceit in her own past before
she can face the unbelievable truth about her husband - and herself.
Genre:
Publisher: Brilliance Publishing
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ISBN-13:

9781501217586

Page: 2

Price: $39.99

Form: Compact Disc

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: March 2016
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Friends We Keep
9 781491 504352

by Mallery, Susan

Three close friends test the boundaries of how much a woman can give before she has nothing left. After five
years as a stay-at-home mum, Gabby Schaefer can't wait to return to work. But when her plans are derailed by
some shocking news and her husband's crushing expectations, Gabby must fight for the right to have a life of
her own. Getting pregnant is easy for Hayley Batchelor. Staying pregnant is the hard part. Nicole Lord is still
shell-shocked by a divorce that wasn't as painful as it should've been. A great new guy tempts her to believe
maybe the second time's the charm…
Genre:
Publisher: Brilliance Publishing

ISBN-13:

9781491504352

Price: $19.99

Form: Compact Disc

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: February 2016

Girl's Guide to Moving On
9 780553 398878

by Macomber, Debbie

A new stand-alone novel set in the world of LAST ONE HOME. Nichole, a woman in her early 30s, is
recovering from a broken heart after learning her husband was having an affair and separating from him. The
twist is that her mother-in-law, Leanne, is the one who told her that her son was cheating. Leanne has looked
the other way for decades as HER own husband cheated, and can’t bear to see her son repeating the same
pattern. In telling Nichole, she also gathers the courage to leave her husband, and the two women rent
apartments across the hall from each other and support one another in rebuilding their lives.
Genre:
Publisher: Penguin Random House Audio Pub ISBN-13:

9780553398878

Price: $51.00

Form: Compact Disc

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: February 2016

Lowcountry Wedding
9 781442 394131

by Monroe, Mary Alice

Wedding season has arrived in New York Times bestselling author Mary Alice Monroe’s next novel in the
Lowcountry Summer series. Nothing could be more enchanting than a summer wedding - or two! - in
Charleston’s fabled lowcountry. A centuries-old church, an avenue of ancient oaks dripping moss, a storied
ballroom, a sand dune at sunset… Yet when a stranger arrives, a long held family secret could silence the bells
ringing for the Muir sisters. Scandals surface, family bonds are questioned, and promises are broken and
renewed.
Genre:
Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio

ISBN-13:

9781442394131

Price: $52.99

Form: Compact Disc

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: May 2016

No Safe Secret
9 781501 248788

by Michaels, Fern

In her powerful new novel, #1 New York Times bestselling author Fern Michaels weaves a story of betrayal,
courage, and starting over… From her silver Mercedes to her designer kitchen, Molly’s life is gleaming and
beautiful - at least on the surface. Married to Tanner, a top cosmetic dentist, she has a wonderful daughter
finishing high school and twin stepsons from Tanner’s first marriage. No one in her exclusive neighbourhood in
Goldenhills knows what living with the demanding Tanner is really like. They know even less about the life she
left behind in Florida almost two decades ago.
Genre:
Publisher: Brilliance Publishing

ISBN-13:

9781501248788

Page: 3

Price: $29.99

Form: Compact Disc

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: March 2016
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O's Little Book of Love and Friendship
9 781427 270719

by Oprah Magazine Editors

An evocative and heartwarming collection of essays and anecdotes from great writers and celebrated thinkers.
The editors of O MAGAZINE have combed through the publication's extensive archives to create this love and
friendship book, featuring the very best writing on those topics from 15 years of O. Among the highlights: a
frank, funny, and free-wheeling conversation between two of the world's great BFFs, Oprah Winfrey and Gayle
King; Lisa Kogan on ghost-writing her pals' dating profiles; Amy Bloom on the tricky parts of love; and more.

Genre:
Publisher: Macmillan Audio

ISBN-13:

9781427270719

Price: $22.99

Form: Compact Disc

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: March 2016

Travelers : A Novel
9 780147 526595

by Pavone, Chris

The breathlessly paced, thrilling new novel from the New York Times bestselling author of ACCIDENT. Will
Rhodes has made a terrible mistake. A woman has appeared at the door of his Argentine hotel room, a woman
who until this moment, has been a harmless flirtation. Harmless flirtations are part of his job. But these
flirtations have never showed up at his hotel room with a gun, threatening his life. Though he’s wondered why
he sometimes has to deliver bulky sealed packages to consulates all over the world. Now those shadowy errands
and white lies have come back to haunt him.
Genre:
Publisher: Penguin Random House Audio Pub ISBN-13:

9780147526595

Price: $51.00

Form: Compact Disc

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: March 2016

Untitled #1
9 781442 388383

by Evans, Richard

From the New York Times bestselling author of MISTLETOE PROMISE and THE WALK comes a
compelling new series about a cross-country road trip across Route 66.

Genre:
Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio

ISBN-13:

9781442388383

Price: $39.99

Form: Compact Disc

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: May 2016

War Hawk Unabridged
9 780062 373946

by Rollins, James

The 2nd Tucker Wayne thriller, following KILL SWITCH. Tucker Wayne’s past and his present collide when a
former army colleague comes to him for help. She's on the run from brutal assassins hunting her and her son. To
keep them safe, Tucker must discover who killed a brilliant young idealist - a crime that leads back to the most
powerful figures in the U.S. government. With no one to trust, they will be forced to break the law, expose
national secrets, and risk everything to stop a madman determined to control the future of modern warfare for
his own diabolical ends. PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED WINTER 2015
Genre:
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
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ISBN-13:

9780062373946

Page: 4

Price: $55.99

Form: Compact Disc

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: April 2016
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